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“OUR GEORGE”
OPENS EXTENSION

THE
PUPILS
OF
Victoria Primary School
hold Newhaven Heritage
Presses,
George
Hackland, in
such
high
regard
they
felt that he was the
appropriate
person
to officially open their
new extension at the
school at the start of
the 2014/15 school
year.. Most definitely
over 21, “Our George”
as the children know
him, was presented
with a giant key to symbolise the event.
The school roll has continued to increase due to
the construction of new houses on recovered land
at Western Harbour and the new annexe will take
the young P1 and P2 children. Head teacher Laura
Thomson (back row, left) is delighted with the
workmanship and the improved accommodation.

NEWHAVEN EVENTS
BOW-TOW — THE MUSICAL. Friday 24 October
2014 and Saturday 25 October 2015. Run for two
consecutive evenings with slight differences in the
programme, this unique and exciting event relates the
story of the lives and living of Newhaven’s Fishermen
and Fishwives using a rich mixture of music and
song, adult and children’s choirs, solo performances
and readings, audio and visual presentations in some
villagers’ windows on Main Street and Fishmarket
Square, storytelling in The Peacock, songs in Alien
Rock and other venues around Newhaven.
It is the culmination of much hard work by Duncan
Bremner, Newhaven’s Citizen Curator and folk-singer
Jed Milroy. Mostly staged in open air and begins at
the lighthouse at 7.30 pm with “the Raising of the Bell”.
An alternative programme exists should the weather
be too inclement to be run outside.
Don’t miss this truly novel experience. . . . And it’s free!

LIKE US ON facebook
/NewhavenOnForth
www.newhavenonforth.org.uk

UPDATE

NEWHAVEN HERITAGE CENTRE
is recognised as a Scottish registered charity
No. SC044837

_________ by Dr George Venters
Clerk to Newhaven Heritage

The Last Six Months
WE CONTINUE TO look for a permanent address
in Newhaven. The two options we are exploring are
an association with the Sculpture Workshop and the
purchase of the Police Box at Pier Place. The latter
we could use as an “Information Hub” for the variety
of local community groups that exist in Newhaven
so that people in the village could have a place to
go to find out what was happening or in the pipeline.
Clearly there will be competition for the Box but we
live in hope that potential community benefit will
weigh significantly in our favour when bids are being
considered.
Whether we succeed or not, the Box cannot possibly
meet our needs for meeting room accommodation
nor even modest display or exhibition purposes. So,
no matter what the outcome of our bid, the quest for
appropriate space continues.
Again we must acknowledge the sterling efforts of
Duncan Bremner and his colleagues in promoting
the range of cultural and recreational activities which
are engaging many in the community and publicising
the village. We hope that we may be able to tap into
the reservoir of activism and goodwill which these
activities are fostering.
The formalities of winding up the Newhaven Action
Group are now under way and should be completed
by the end of the year.

FRIENDS OF
STARBANK PARK
The Newhaven
Heritage
boat
planting in Starbank Park was
great fun with the Rainbows and
is now looking stunning! Planted
with lots of red tulips, blue
hyacinths and lots of daffodils it
is finished with bedding on top in
the form of violas, rainbow heathers and cineraria. Stan
from the park painted the boat red for us too! Come
and see it and enjoy the improvement the Friends have
made to the park.
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THE STORIES BEHIND THE CALENDAR
JANUARY: Newhaven Harbour pre-1860. The domed building just along
from the familiar lighthouse was the first lighthouse for Newhaven built
in 1837 at the time that a north quay was constructed. In 1869, the East
Breakwater, designed by Robert Stevenson, was created to enclose the
harbour and protect the busy fishing port. Finally the larger cast iron
lighthouse that stands today at the harbour entrance was lit in 1878. The
scene in the calendar was from a postcard photographed before 1860.
FEBRUARY: Ready for Leith Pageant. Before the National Health Service was
founded in 1948, most hospitals relied on benefactors and charity fund-raising in order
to offer services to those in need. The Leith Pageant was a major source of income for
Leith Hospital, the general hospital for Newhaveners, who enthusiastically participated
in the annual parade. The photograph in the calendar depicts David Abrahamsen,
a joiner who lived in Ann Street, Newhaven, dressed as “Yankee Doodle Dandee”
wearing a lum hat and sitting “astride” a horse. To accentuate the comedic effect of the
outfit, the picture was taken appropriately with the tall chimney of the Trinity Laundry
also in Ann Street in the background.
MARCH: Newhaven Fishwives circa 1880. “Whaur daur meddle wi’ me!”
you can hear these ladies say. (Certainly not their menfolk, I would suspect!)
Newhaven fishwives were known for their robustness both in stature and nature.
And they had to be for their work was gruelling. The womenfolk kept the house,
raised the children, collected the mussels, baited the lines, prepared the fish,
carried the creels into the city and sold their husbands’ catch around the doors
and houses of Edinburgh.
APRIL: Centennial Pageant for Victoria Primary 1944. Founded in 1844,
under the leadership of Rev Dr Buchanan of North Leith Parish Church under
which jurisdiction Newhaven fell at the time, Victoria Primary School is the
oldest working school in Edinburgh. Despite the Second World War and the
consequential rationing, a Grand Pageant was held at the school to mark
its centenary with, in this scene, the children getting dressed in costumes
representing the Court of James IV who established the village in 1507.
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MAY: Willowbank Row circa 1960. Willowbank Row was typical of the housing
stock back rows of Newhaven. A room and kitchen with outside shared toilet
was the norm. Humble abodes they may have been but, for the most part,
the homes were wholly owned by the Newhaveners themselves and they were
proudly kept as shiny as new pins by their occupants. Because of the unsanitary
nature and cramped conditions of the house design, wholesale “re-modelling”
took place in 60s and early 70s much to the dismay of many.
JUNE: Trawlerboat crewmen, Newhaven c1930. “W. A Podd” (GW34) was
a steam driven trawler built in Aberdeen in 1913 and, from 1921, operating
out of Granton with a mainly Newhaven crew. The deeper drafts of steam
trawlers were unsuited to the tidal Newhaven Harbour preferring to sail from
Granton. However, the Fishmarket continued to be as busy as ever despite
this setback. The “W A Podd”, renamed as “Forvie Braes” in 1946, was
eventually scrapped at Charlestown near Dunfermline in 1956.
JULY: Promenade at Annfield, Newhaven c 1930. Before land reclamation
began in the late 30s at Annfield, the promenade was a popular spot for
Newhaveners and visitors alike as evidenced by this 1920’s postcard. The
foreshore was reinforced against tidal erosion and storms and children would
play on the shingle beach when the tides allowed. Note the tram cables and the
horse and dray in the background.
AUGUST: Newhaven Gala Day 1952 in Starbank Park. Humble pie time!
Apologies to Gala Day Queen Maureen Linton who was crowned in 1955 and
not 1952 as stated on the calendar making her three years older than she
really is. The other principals in the picture are (l to r) Ronnie McKechnie,
unknown, Carol Armstrong, Queen Maureen, Jeanette Ramage, Hugh
Stephenson and Sandra Henderson.
SEPTEMBER: Newhaven Fishwives Choir c1948. Began in 1896 by a teacher
at Victoria Primary School, Mr J Morrison Cooke, later choirs were led by
Mrs Ritchie and her two daughters, Menie (Addison) and Betty and became
internationally famous. This photograph shows the choir at a venue unknown
prior to a performance. The gentleman in the back row wears uniform braiding
suggesting that he was a hall-keeper.
OCTOBER: Trinity Crescent from Starbank Park. Like bees to a honey pot,
children gather to enjoy the spectacle of the road crew re-laying the roadway
of Trinity Crescent using a steam road roller. The Starbank Arms (now the
Starbank Inn) has been a hostelry since about 1870. The picture pre-dates
1909 since there are no electric tram lines yet in evidence. A delivery boy with
his large basket can be seen coming down Laverockbank Road also to watch.
NOVEMBER: Newhaven trawlermen at work 1951. The boat in the centre of the
photograph is Euphemia owned by David Brand Snr. This picture shows a lot of
busy-ness on a number of small fishing craft such as drifters and lobster catchers
in Newhaven Harbour. Although many of the larger deep sea trawlers were using
Granton by this time, Newhaven was still landing fish from the trawlers on the east
side of the Fishmarket when the tides were at high water.
DECEMBER: An unusual catch, two sturgeon. The sturgeon is a migrant
species living partially in the ocean and partly in fresh water estuaries. Once
commonplace, the UK population was decimated by pollution caused by the
Industrial Revolution and catches by trawlers were rare. The sturgeon is a “royal
fish” and ought to be offered to the reigning monarch. On this occasion, the story
goes, the King accepted one and allowed the fishermen to sell the other.
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NEWHAVEN HISTORY GROUP
THE 2014/15 SESSION
of
the
Newhaven
Community
History
Group began as usual
with their AGM in
September. This next
year offers a rich variety of topics that is sure to engage
the monthly audiences as can be seen by the syllabus
opposite.
Membership is only £10 for the year although casual
visitors are most welcome at a only £2 per talk. Coffee,
tea, biscuits (by donation) and a natter (free) are on offer
at the end of the evening.
The Group meets in Newhaven Church Hall; the
meetings begin promptly at 7 pm and conclude at
around 8.30 pm.

Tuesday 16 September
AGM and update on ‘Newhaven’s WW1’ project (David Seaton)
Tuesday 21 October
The Orkney Isles (Alice Lyall, World Heritage Site Co-ordinator)
Tuesday 18 November
Fisherman’s Mission (George Shaw, Senior Superintendent)
Tuesday 13 January
Scottish Night (Band with No Name)
Tuesday 10 February
History of Golfing in Leith (Brian Graham)
Tuesday 10 March
The Water of Leith (Friends of Water of Leith)
Tuesday 7 April
Review of the Great War and its effects on Leith (Andrew Grant)

NEWHAVENERS of HISTORY
Sir Alexander Morison 1779 - 1866
SIR ALEXANDER MORISON, MD was a pioneer of
psychiatric medicine. He was born 1st May 1779
at Anchorfield in Newhaven and was educated at
Edinburgh High School and Edinburgh University
where he graduated with an MD in 1799. His
graduation thesis was ‘De Hydrocephalo Phrenitico,’
and he continued throughout life to take special
interest in cerebral and mental diseases.
He became a Licentiate of the Edinburgh College of
Physicians in 1800 and a Fellow in 1801. He practised
in Edinburgh for a time, but in 1808 moved to London
becoming a Licentiate of the College of Physicians of
London, and a Fellow in 1841. He was made inspecting
physician of lunatic asylums in Surrey in 1810, and, in
1835, physician to Bethlehem Hospital. He used to
give an annual course of lectures on mental diseases,
and became a recognised authority on the subject.

Sir
Alexander
Morison is best
remembered
for
establishing
the
first
formal lectures
on
psychiatry,
delivered
in
Courtesy of National Galleries
London
and
Edinburgh in 1823. These were published in 1825 as
Outlines of Lectures on Mental Diseases. The impetus
behind them was Morison’s acknowledgement that
physicians who hoped to work with the insane needed
specialist training. He was physician to the Princess
Royal, Charlotte and was knighted in 1838.
Morison died in Scotland on the 14th March 1866 and
was buried in Currie, Midlothian.

MEET THE STEERING GROUP
Owen Scott: Boxmaster of Newhaven Heritage

Boxmaster and Incomer to Newhaven but won’t run off with the
money; here for about 8 years and really a peripatetic type having
lived in nearly 40 locations in my time on the planet. Spent time in
Leith..god forbid.. and helped to set up Community Council there for
which I was secretary, descended from weegies..which I keep quiet
about.. but first saw the light of day in Cowal. After a wild student
life in Aberdeen got serious work initially in industrial relations in
the motor industry and engineering before moving into consultancy
	
  
and latterly financial services.
Have always been interested in the community around
me regardless of where I have been and anxious to encourage community identity and
participation even where I have been an incomer which has been a fairly regular occurrence.
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